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Hybrid concepts require maximum efficient internal combustion engines to achieve a
significant reduction in CO2 emissions. Miller/Atkinsoncycle gasoline engines are showing
excellent progress in striving for the reduced CO2 levels that EU carmakers must comply
with by 2030. BorgWarner's VTG turbochargers are an ideal charging system for this
process.
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Figure 1. Benefits of the VTG turbocharger and ball bearings for gasoline engines
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VTG Turbocharger Development
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Figure 2. Evolution of BorgWarner VTG technology
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was introduced, this technology quickly moved

backpressure and turbine power output, ensur

into the mass market, where prior experience

ing boost pressure control. This contributes to
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optimization.
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Advanced Performance Design
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Figure 3. Patented blade design for high stream efficiency
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using journal bearings of the same size. Over
all efficiency of a ball bearing turbocharger is
further increased by enhanced rotor stability
which allows contour clearance reduction on
both the compressor and turbine sides (Fig. 5).
This unique ball bearing concept optimizes the

Figure 4. High flow VTG turbine wheel design

acoustic transmission path and shaft motion

Because gasoline engines require a lower turbine

stability during both rampup and rampdown

backpressure and an enlarged flow rate to avoid

of the rotor. The higher stiffness of the ball

knocking, BorgWarner uses radial wheels in

bearings requires optimized vibration transmis

VTG turbines. Higher efficiencies are also nec

sion paths which are effectively transferred to

essary at small turbine flow rates, around 3040 %

the surroundings. Special attention is also paid

of its maximum, for improved engine response

to use lowviscosity oils (HTHS ≈ 2,0 mPa s) at

and knee torque. The response behavior of the

relatively low oil pressures to achieve the opti

VTG turbine, similar to fixedcasing turbocharg

mum balance between maximum bearing sta

ers with small inertiaoptimized wheels, is achiev

bility and reduced vibrations.

ed through improved efficiencies and a 1020%
reduction in the moment of inertia of the turbine

This optimized design ends in a ball bearing

wheel compared to earlier BW VTG generations

cartridge floating in oil film within the bearing

for diesel applications. The VTG turbine wheel is

housing (Fig. 6). A squeeze film damper is used

designed for high flow rates, with the mechani

to ensure the system damping of the rotor.

cally optimized wheel disk reducing stresses to

BorgWarner uses a patented system of de

provide long service life at a reduced moment of

coupling rings to ensure buildup of the damp

inertia (Fig. 4).

ing oil films, while allowing the cartridge to be
centered in the bearing channel, improve the

More efficient turbochargers with ball
bearings

balancing and consequently acoustic behavior.

Mechanical losses in turbochargers with ball bear

damper from the rest of the bearing housing.

ings are reduced considerably compared to those

This controls the oil flow rate and reduces

The rings also seal off the pressure area of the

Figure 5. Ball bearing vs. journal bearing turbine efficiency parabolas (left) and overall turbocharger efficiency
(right)
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Figure 6. Cross section of a ball bearing centre section

churning losses, while allowing the bending ei
genmode of a ball bearing to be countered by
the squeeze film damper.

Summary
With the introduction of the Miller/Atkinson com
bustion cycle and further hybridization of the drive
train, optimized turbocharging with a gasoline
VTG has emerged as a significant contributor to
progress being made in meeting specified CO2
goals for gasoline engines. VTG development,
initially driven by the diesel field, is now being
advanced by many enhancements on the turbine
side. BorgWarner gasoline VTGs are available
for all typical passenger car displacements,
mainly to comply with "λ=1 operation" for highly
boosted gasoline engines, along with a compre
hensive portfolio of ball bearings for better effi
ciency.
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